GEM® Measures Four Key Dimensions of the Depiction of Women
Agreement with the following is asked:
❑
❑
❑
❑

I think highly of the way women are presented
Women are presented in a respectful manner
It is inappropriate how women are featured*
Women are presented in a manner where they can be seen as good role models for other women and young girls

Source: ANA SeeHer, Advertising Benchmark Index

Themes Driving Higher Scores
❑ Professionals and Counter-stereotypes: Ads
with characters who are professionals
or counter stereotypes give audiences role
models and tend to far exceed the norms
❑ Positive Life Changes: Ads showing people
proactively making positive changes in their
lives give audiences role models and tend
to exceed the norms

❑ Aspirational + Approachable: Aspirational
beauty ads with relatable role models,
including celebrities who combine beauty
with approachability, tend to exceed the
norms
❑ The Personal in Business: Ads that focus
more on personal relationships vs. business
interactions tend to score higher

❑ Goal Achievement: Consumers prefer
portrayals of characters having achieved their
goal vs. being in the process

❑ When ads include real people (vs. actors)
in positive portrayal situations the ads tend
to exceed the norms

❑ Pursuing Passions + Interests: Similarly, ads
showing people actively engaging in their
passions also give audiences role models and
tend to exceed the norms

❑ Ads with a series of vignettes that are
unified by a common human truth usually
earn high scores. Otherwise, these types of
ads run the risk of lower scores for showing
only a glimpse of individual characters.

❑ Warm connections: Ads that show warm
connections among characters (including
pets) often score well

❑ Representation: The presence of a person of
color offers representation on screen, and
will often over-index with African American
and Hispanic sub-groups, but the portrayal
should also follow the other GEM® best
practices

Themes Driving Lower Scores
❑ Humor: The positive portrayal of a person
may be diminished if humor is seen as
directed at the person vs. depicting a human
truth
❑ Generational Splits: There can be
generational splits in views of character
portrayals, particularly when it comes to
humor
❑ Relatable situations: Ads may earn lower
scores from some sub-groups if characters
are shown in situations not all viewers can
relate to
❑ Background Characters: Characters in the
background typically score below the norms,
but even a background character can have a
positive portrayal if integrated into the
messaging via unifying human truth
❑ Equitable portrayals: Positive portrayals of
women may be diminished if an ad includes a
more prominent, positive portrayal of men
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GEM® OVERVIEW: The GEM® score for both the female character was high across Age, Gender and Race/Ethnicity as the
ad showed a relatable narrative, with characters of different ages and included authentic diverse representation.
GEM® Score Among Total Respondents and Respondent Subgroups

Female GEM®
Score

112

AGE
Age 18-34: 110
Age 35-54: 109
Age 55+: 100

GENDER
Female: 110
Male: 119

RACE & ETHNICITY
African American: 107
Hispanic:
109
Asian:
101

KEY THEMATIC DRIVERS
Key drivers of the ad’s GEM® score were showing the woman in a counter-stereotypical role who was pursuing her passion of owning
her own bakery. These drivers provide consumers with relatable role models that predictively drive high GEM® scores.

Source: SeeHer, Advertising Benchmark Index - ABX
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